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ABSTRACT: Flexible and wearable pressure sensors have attracted a
tremendous amount of attention due to their wider applications in human
interfaces and healthcare monitoring. However, achieving accurate pressure
detection and stability against external stimuli (in particular, bending
deformation) over a wide range of pressures from tactile to body weight
levels is a great challenge. Here, we introduce an ultrawide-range, bending-
insensitive, and flexible pressure sensor based on a carbon nanotube (CNT)
network-coated thin porous elastomer sponge for use in human interface
devices. The integration of the CNT networks into three-dimensional
microporous elastomers provides high deformability and a large change in
contact between the conductive CNT networks due to the presence of
micropores, thereby improving the sensitivity compared with that obtained
using CNT-embedded solid elastomers. As electrical pathways are continu-
ously generated up to high compressive strain (∼80%), the pressure sensor shows an ultrawide pressure sensing range (10 Pa to
1.2 MPa) while maintaining favorable sensitivity (0.01−0.02 kPa−1) and linearity (R2 ∼ 0.98). Also, the pressure sensor exhibits
excellent electromechanical stability and insensitivity to bending-induced deformations. Finally, we demonstrate that the
pressure sensor can be applied in a flexible piano pad as an entertainment human interface device and a flexible foot insole as a
wearable healthcare and gait monitoring device.

KEYWORDS: carbon nanotube, microporous elastomer, flexible pressure sensor, ultrawide pressure range, bending insensitivity,
human interface device

■ INTRODUCTION

Flexible and wearable pressure sensors have received a
tremendous amount of attention due to their great potential
for a variety of applications, including artificial electronic
skins,1−4 soft robotics,5−7 healthcare monitoring and diag-
nosis,8−11 energy harvesting,12−14 and human interface
devices.15,16 Next-generation flexible pressure sensors are
required to precisely detect a wide range of pressures (low-
pressure regime of 0−10 kPa, medium-pressure regime of 10−
100 kPa, and high-pressure regime of >100 kPa) with high
sensitivity and reliability for use in human body monitoring
systems.10,17

In general, flexible pressure sensors are mainly divided into
resistive, capacitive, and piezoelectric types according to the
pressure sensing mechanisms. Among them, resistive pressure
sensors have been intensively investigated because of their
advantages such as simple device structures, easy signal
readout, and high pixel resolution.10,18 Conventionally, flexible

pressure sensors have been fabricated using a method for
embedding conductive nanomaterials [e.g., carbon blacks,
carbon nanotubes (CNTs), etc.] into a polymer or elastomer
matrix [e.g., polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS), Ecoflex, polyur-
ethane, etc.]. These types of pressure sensors, however,
suffered from low sensitivity and poor hysteresis over wide
ranges of pressure due to an imperfect recovery of the
conductive nanomaterial networks and inherent viscoelasticity
of the matrix materials, thereby limiting their practical
applications.7,19,20 Several strategies have been proposed to
improve the performance of flexible pressure sensors using a
variety of two-dimensional (2D) micro/nanostructured active
layers, including conductive polymer-coated micropyramid
arrays,21 electrospun nanofiber-based thin films,22 and
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assembly of two interlocked metal-deposited nanofiber
arrays.23 The flexible pressure sensors based on the 2D
micro/nanostructured active layers showed excellent sensitivity
and quick responses in a low pressure range (generally, <10
kPa) owing to fine contacts between the conductive micro/
nanostructures. However, they suffered from expensive, time-
consuming, and complicated process steps (e.g., photo-
lithography, etching, and electrospinning). More recently,
more efficient, simple, and scalable methods such as
biomaterial replicating,24 ultraviolet (UV) surface modifica-
tion,25 laser micro engineering,26 and conductive microsphere-
based film formation27,28 were suggested for the fabrication of
the 2D micro/nanostructured surfaces. However, they still
exhibit only small ranges of measurable pressure (<2 or <50
kPa) due to the limited deformation of the 2D micro/
nanostructures, which is not suitable for pressure sensing over
a large dynamic range.
Alternatively, microscale porous sponge-like materials

combined with three-dimensional (3D) conductive networks
have been suggested as the active layers of the flexible pressure
sensors due to both electrical conductivity and mechanical
durability. The 3D conductive sponge-like active layers were
typically fabricated using a coating process or a direct synthesis
of the conductive nanomaterials (e.g., metal nanowires,
graphenes, CNTs, etc.) on porous backbones. For example,
highly sensitive pressure sensors based on gold nanowire-
coated fabric papers,29 graphene-coated microfractured polyur-
ethane films,30 reduced graphene oxide (synthesized by
chemical vapor deposition)-coated PDMS foams,31 and
CNT/silver nanoparticle-coated commercial sponges32 have
been reported. Among them, CNT-coated porous PDMS
sponges are one of the most promising candidates for use in
human interface applications because of the intrinsic flexibility,
the skin-like modulus of the PDMS sponge, and the high
electrical conductivity of the CNTs. A highly porous and
compressible CNT-PDMS sponge fabricated using a simple
and cost-effective sugar template-assisted technique was first
developed by Han et al.33 Also, a pressure sensor based on a
CNT-PDMS sponge, reported by Iglio et al., showed pressure
sensing capability at pressures up to the medium-pressure
regime.34 However, the CNT-PDMS sponge-based pressure

sensors have not yet been integrated into human interface
devices. There are two important challenges for use in practical
human interface applications. First, various sensing parameters
(e.g., sensitivity, hysteresis, dynamic response, etc.) of the
pressure sensors should be evaluated over a wide range of
dynamic pressure. Second, the stability of the pressure sensors
should be maintained even under unintended stimuli (in
particular, bending deformation).35

Herein, we introduce an ultrawide-range, bending-insensi-
tive, and flexible resistive pressure sensor based on a CNT
network-coated thin porous PDMS sponge (CCPPS) inte-
grated with two bottom electrodes for use in human interface
devices. To investigate its suitability in practical applications,
pressure sensing performances of the CCPPS-based pressure
sensor were evaluated under static and dynamic conditions.
The CCPPS-based pressure sensor exhibited an ultrawide
pressure sensing range from 10 Pa to 1.2 MPa while
maintaining a favorable sensitivity without a dramatic
degradation due to continuous generation of electrical
pathways with contact between the serially stacked CNT-
coated micropores even over wide compression levels (∼80%).
Reversible, instant, and robust closure/opening behavior of the
micropores within the CCPPS led to low hysteresis, a good
dynamic response, and the long-term reliability of the pressure
sensor. Also, the CCPPS-based pressure sensor exhibited a
bending-insensitive pressure sensing capability, which can lead
to an accurate detection of the normal pressure even on curved
or dynamic surfaces. To the best of our knowledge, this is the
first study of the properties of nanomaterial-coated porous
sponge-based pressure sensors under various bent conditions.
Finally, the utility of the CCPPS-based flexible pressure sensor
was demonstrated for a flexible piano pad and a flexible foot
insole.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 1a shows a schematic illustration of the overall
fabrication procedures of a flexible resistive pressure sensor,
which is composed of a CNT network-coated thin porous
PDMS sponge (CCPPS) and two bottom electrodes. The
CCPPS was fabricated via the following steps (detailed
information in the Experimental Section): (1) fabrication of

Figure 1. Fabrication and morphology of a CCPPS-based flexible pressure sensor. (a) Schematic illustration of the overall fabrication procedures of
the pressure sensor. (b) Photographic image of the pressure sensor composed of a CCPPS as an active layer and two bottom electrodes. (c)
Photographic images of the pressure sensor under bent conditions, showing excellent flexibility and structural durability. (d) SEM image of the
surface morphology of the CCPPS. (e) Magnified SEM image of CNT layers coated on the porous PDMS backbone, forming conductive networks.
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a porous PDMS sponge (PSS) using a sugar template, (2)
oxygen plasma treatment of the PPS, and (3) CNT coating of
the plasma-treated PPS using a dip-coating method for the
preparation of a CCPPS (Figure S1a). Panels b and c of Figure
S1 show photographic images of the PPS and the CCPPS,
respectively. The white color of the PPS was changed to black
due to the deposition of the CNTs. In Figure S1d, a slice of the
CCPPS cut in half shows that the CNTs were evenly coated
inside the PPS. Figure 1b shows a photographic image of the
CCPPS-based pressure sensor. It should be noted that the two
bottom electrodes are designed for efficient and stable
integration of the 3D sensors to 2D electrical circuits for
practical human interface applications. Moreover, the pressure
sensor with a thickness of <3 mm provides excellent flexibility,
which is one of the import factors for human monitoring and
wearable applications, as shown in Figure 1c. The pressure
sensor was not damaged under various bent conditions. In
panels d and e of Figure 1, a scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) image and a magnified SEM image show that the
surface morphology of the CCPPS has a porous configuration.
The size of the micropores is distributed in the range of 300−
500 μm, and the porosity was calculated as 73 ± 0.6%
(detailed information in Table S1). By comparing the SEM
images of the surface morphology of the CCPPS and a bare
porous PDMS backbone (Figure S1e), we concluded that
complex CNT layers were coated on the 3D-interconnected
micropores, which resulted in the formation of conductive
networks. In the micro computed tomography (micro CT)
image (Movie S1), we observed that the micropores were
consistently distributed over the entire volume of the CCPPS.
Figure 2a shows a schematic illustration of the pressure

sensing mechanism of the CCPPS-based flexible pressure
sensor. An initial current (I0) flows through electrical
percolation paths along the 3D-interconnected CNT networks
(red arrow). Under compressive loading, the current increases
from I0 to If due to additional electrical paths (yellow arrow)

according to an increase in the contact area between the CNT
networks during the gradual closure of the micropores. In
Figure 2b, cross-sectional SEM images of the CCPPS at
compressions of 0%, 40%, and 80% clearly show the formation
of overlapped CNT layers upon compression of the CCPPS
(the same regions are marked with red circles). Movie S2
shows a gradual geometrical change in the microporous
configuration of the CCPPS during several compression/
release cycles (0%−80%−0%) in more detail. It should be
noted that even at compressions of >60%, the new electrical
paths between the CNT networks were continuously generated
owing to the presence of the relatively small remaining
micropores, which can lead to a sufficient current change even
in a high pressure range. Figure S2a shows reversible closure/
opening behavior of the micropores with elastic deformation of
PDMS bridges surrounding the micropores. Also, almost
perfect recovery of the initial states without noticeable
structural changes after several compression/release cycles is
shown in Figure S2b. In Figure S3a, the CCPPS exhibited a
negligible barreling phenomenon, which is a lateral volume
expansion, up to a compression of 80%, which originated from
the microporous structure, unlike the solid elastomer. The
antibarreling property of the CCPPS can lead to the
prevention of electrical and physical interference between
adjacent sensors for high-resolution array configurations. To
prove this property, a one-dimensional (1D) array with six
sensors (gap between the sensors of 1 mm) was fabricated as
shown in Figure S3b. The sensors were simultaneously
compressed by rods by the following procedures: (1) each
sensor (S1, S2, ..., S6), (2) two sensors (S2 with S4 or S4 with
S6), and (3) two adjacent sensors (S2 with S3 or S5 with S6).
Figure S3c and Movie S3 clearly show that each sensor can
accurately measure the local pressure without electrical and
physical interference with neighboring sensors.
The performance factors of the CCPPS-based flexible

pressure sensor that are important for practical applications

Figure 2. (a) Schematic illustration of the pressure sensing mechanism of the CCPPS-based flexible pressure sensor. An increase in current from I0
to If is induced by additional contact between CNT networks under compressive loading. (b) Cross-sectional SEM images of the CCPPS at
compressions of 0%, 40%, and 80%, showing the formation of overlapped CNT layers upon compression of the CCPPS.
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to human interface devices were systematically evaluated under
various static and dynamic loading conditions. Figure 3a
compares normalized current changes (ΔI/I0) as a function of
the applied pressure of the pressure sensors based on the
CCPPS and a CNT-embedded solid PDMS in a pressure range
of ≲1.2 MPa. The sensitivity is defined as S = δ(ΔI/I0)/δP,
where P denotes the applied pressure and I0 and ΔI are the
initial current and the change in current, respectively. It is
noted that the curve of P versus ΔI/I0 of the CCPPS-based
pressure sensor is classified into two regions according to
sensitivity. In the first region [0 kPa ≤ P ≤ 100 kPa, 0% ≤
compressive strain (εc) ≤ 60%, black curve], the CCPPS-based
pressure sensor exhibited a sensitivity (S1) of ∼0.02 kPa−1,
which is much higher than that of the pressure sensor based on
the CNT-embedded solid PDMS (Sc of ∼0.0004 kPa−1, green
curve). The improvement in sensitivity in the low pressure
range is based on the following characteristics of the
microporous configuration of the CCPPS: (i) a large increase
in the level of contact between the 3D-interconnected CNT
networks deposited on the micropores and (ii) low mechanical
stiffness due to the presence of the micropores [∼30 times
lower than that of the CNT-embedded solid PDMS (Figure
S4a)] that induce more compressive deformability. These
factors can generate large changes in current even under weak
external forces. In the second region (100 kPa ≤ P ≤ 1.2 MPa,
60% ≤ εc ≤ 80%, red curve), the CCPPS-based pressure sensor
exhibited a sensitivity (S2) of ∼0.01 kPa−1, which is lower than
S1 due to gradual closure of the micropores. However, we
noticed that a dramatic saturation of the sensitivity was not
observed, because new contacts between the CNT networks

were continuously created over the wide pressure range (as
already observed in Movie S2). The value of S2 is still higher
than those of previously reported pressure sensors working in
the high pressure range (0.0009 and 0.0023 kPa−1, etc.).31,36,37

A high linearity (R2 ∼ 0.98) was also shown over the entire
pressure range. Furthermore, to investigate the detection limit
of the pressure sensor, precisely controlled input loads of 0.2gf
and 1gf were repeatedly applied. Figure S4b shows the
detection capability of ultralow pressure levels (10 and 50 Pa)
without significant interference from the noise. Accordingly,
the CCPPS-based pressure sensor exhibits an ultrawide sensing
range from ultralow to high pressures (10 Pa to 1.2 MPa) that
covers the whole human tactile and body weight levels, with
favorable sensitivity (0.01−0.02 kPa−1) maintained. As shown
in Figure S4c, there was no noticeable difference between
pressure responses at different compression rates from 0.2 to
1.0 mm/s. This result indicates that the pressure responses of
the CCPPS-based pressure sensor would not vary under
diverse dynamic stimuli. Figure 3b shows the hysteresis
characteristics of the CCPPS-based pressure sensor for various
compression levels of 20%, 40%, 60%, and 80%. The pressure
sensor exhibited low hysteresis (7.3% for 0−100 kPa and 5.7%
for 0−1000 kPa) with a complete recovery of the initial states
over the ultrawide pressure range up to ∼1 MPa, which
originates from the reversible closure/opening behavior of the
micropores of the CCPPS (as already shown in Figure S2).
Moreover, as shown in Figure 3c, the dynamic sensing
properties of the CCPPS-based pressure sensor were evaluated
under several loading/holding/unloading dynamic cycles at
different pressure levels of 0−10, 10−100, and 100−1000 kPa.

Figure 3. Performance of a CCPPS-based flexible pressure sensor. (a) Pressure response curves of the pressure sensor based on the CCPPS and a
CNT-embedded solid PDMS. (b) Hysteresis characteristics of the pressure sensor at various compression levels. (c) Dynamic responses of the
pressure sensor at different pressure levels: 0−10, 10−100, and 100−1000 kPa. (d) Transient response of the pressure sensor under a step loading.
(e) Long-term reliability of the pressure sensor during 10000 repetitive compression/release (εc = 0−75%) cycles.
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The pressure sensor can be used to detect different pressure
levels with high resolution over wide ranges of pressures of ≲1
MPa. As shown in Figure 3d and Figure S4d, ΔI/I0 (blue
curve) could instantly respond to input loads (black curve;
measured by a load cell) with no remarkable time delays
during step loading and step unloading. The response times
(∼8.5 ms for loading and ∼10 ms for unloading) were defined
as a difference between the 90% rising times (Δτ90%) of the
two curves. The fast response of the pressure sensor facilitates
a real-time pressure measurement under dynamic stimuli.
Furthermore, the long-term reliability of pressure sensors is
one of the important parameters for their use in practical
applications. As shown in Figure 3e, the CCPPS-based
pressure sensor exhibited excellent electromechanical reliability
without noticeable instability or failures during 10000
repetitive compression/release cycles. In the magnified curves
(inset), one can see that stable and repeatable responses were
maintained after ∼8000 cycles. These results can offer the
possibility of the CCPPS-based flexible pressure sensor
monitoring dynamic human motions over an ultrawide
pressure range.
As bending deformation can be applied to pressure sensors

attached to human bodies, the flexible and wearable pressure
sensors are required to exhibit electromechanical stability
under both flat and curved surfaces. The effects of bending on
the performance of the CCPPS-based flexible pressure sensor
were investigated as shown in Figure 4. To evaluate the
characteristics of bending insensitivity, the CCPPS-based
pressure sensor was attached to the curved surfaces of supports

with different bending radii (rbending) that ranged from 50 to 7.5
mm as shown in Figure S5a. As shown in Figure 4a, for cases of
electrodes∥bending (i.e., the electrode pairs are aligned parallel
to the longitudinal plane where opposite couple moments are
acting) and electrodes⊥bending (i.e., the electrode pairs are
aligned perpendicular to the longitudinal plane), the base
resistance (Rbase) remained almost constant at different values
of rbending as shown in Figure 4a. The maximum normalized
base resistance change (ΔRbase/Rbase,o) was measured to be
within ∼5%. In Figure S5b, cross-sectional SEM images
compare the microporous morphologies of the CCPPS with
various values of rbending. Despite the entire sensor structure
being bent up to rbending of 7.5 mm, there was no significant
current change due to negligible changes in contact between
the CNT networks. The bending-insensitive property of the
CCPPS was further verified by numerical simulation as shown
in Figure S6. The cross section of the CCPPS was represented
by a randomly distributed porous structure (micropore
diameter of 300−500 μm, thickness of bridges of 50−100
μm), and the scale of the structure was modeled as the real size
of the CCPPS-based pressure sensor. The bending-insensitive
characteristics of the CCPPS originate from the nature of the
microporous configuration. Because the change in the overall
arrangement of the microporous structure accommodates the
bending-induced deformation of the entire sensor structure,
the deformations of individual micropores are reduced with no
significant distortion of the PDMS bridges surrounding the
micropores. The local strain of most of the PDMS bridges
inside the sensor structure was measured to be ≲10% even

Figure 4. Bending insensitivity of a CCPPS-based flexible pressure sensor under bent conditions. (a) Change in the base resistance of the pressure
sensor with various bending radii from 50 to 7.5 mm for both cases of electrodes∥bending and electrodes⊥bending. (b) Recovery of the base
resistance of the pressure sensor under repetitive dynamic bending cycles with different bending radii (28, 18, 16, and 14 mm). (c) Long-term
reliability of the pressure sensor during 1000 bending cycles with different bending radii (28, 18, 16, and 14 mm). (d) Comparison of the dynamic
pressure responses of the pressure sensor in bent (50, 30, and 7.5 mm) and flat states, showing bending-insensitive pressure sensing capability.
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when rbending ≲ 5 mm. Accordingly, contact between the
micropores causing the current change does not noticeably
occur under bent conditions. In addition, the reliability of
CCPPS under dynamic bending stimulation was examined. In
Figure 4b, the CCPPS-based pressure sensor was repeatedly
bent to rbending values of 28, 18, 16, and 14 mm. During the first
20 bending cycles, the base resistance was almost completely
returned to original values without a noticeable instability. The
CCPPS-based pressure sensor showed excellent long-term
reliability with a negligible change in Rbase and no structural
failure after 1000 bending/release cycles, as shown in Figure
4c. Moreover, the bending-insensitive pressure sensing
capability of the CCPPS-based pressure sensor was inves-
tigated by comparing dynamic pressure responses under flat
and bent conditions, as shown in Figure 4d. The responses at
rbending values of 50, 30, and 7.5 mm were nearly identical to
that of the flat condition, indicating that the pressure sensing
performance of the sensor was not significantly affected by the
bending-induced deformations. Such bending-insensitive pres-
sure sensing capability enables the CCPPS-based flexible
pressure sensor to accurately detect the normal forces or
pressures even under bent situations in wearable human
interface devices.
A flexible piano pad based on CCPPS-based flexible pressure

sensor arrays was fabricated as a human interface device for an
entertainment application. The flexible piano pad was designed
to mimic the working principle of a real acoustic piano, where
sound volumes can be controlled by the pressing speed of
keyboards. Figure 5a shows a schematic illustration of a flexible
piano pad, which is composed of 13 pressure sensor array-
embedded keyboards. As shown in Figure 5b, the flexible piano
pad exhibited excellent flexibility and robustness, because it
was composed of a soft elastomer (Ecoflex 0030) and the
CCPPS-based pressure sensors (detailed fabrication proce-
dures are described in Figure S7a and the Experimental

Section). Figure 5c shows a schematic illustration of voltage
dividing circuits integrated within the keyboards for simulta-
neous measurement of 13 signals. Figure 5d shows a method
for the conversion of voltage signals to sound volumes to
implement mimicking of a real acoustic piano. When the
pressure sensors within the keyboards are pressed by human
fingers, reference voltages (Vref) increase with decreasing
resistances of the pressure sensors (Rs). When the value of Vref

reaches the threshold voltage (Vth) at point A, the slope of the
curve (dVref/dt) at this point is converted to the sound volume.
In addition, the sound was programmed to be turned on only
when Vref is higher than Vth. The sound volumes, which were
simultaneously converted from 13 multiple channels, were
output through the personal computer speaker as shown in
Figure S7b. To evaluate the functionality, the sound volumes
generated at different pressing speeds were compared. In
Figure 5e, profiles of Vref and the sound volume are
represented by red and blue lines, respectively. It was clearly
confirmed that as the pressing speed of the keyboards
increased, an increased slope of the Vref curve and increased
sound volumes were produced (47, 85, and 118 a.u. for 10, 20,
and 30 mm/s, respectively) with good linearity (Figure 5e,f).
In addition, a variety of playing performances were evaluated
by actually operating the flexible piano pad, as shown in Movie
S4. In this video, the flexible piano pad obviously showed that
the variation of sound volume depends on the pressing speeds
of the human fingers. Also, it was able to be played at a very
fast tempo corresponding to “prestissimo (beats per
minute=200)” due to the fast response of the CCPPS-based
pressure sensor. The flexible piano pad facilitated a series of
musical chord implementations, when several keyboards were
pressed at the same time. On the basis of this basic playing
performance, the famous music “Doremi-Song” was success-
fully played.

Figure 5. Flexible piano pad based on the CCPPS-based flexible pressure sensors, which mimics the principle of sound volume control of a real
acoustic piano. (a) Schematic illustration of the overall system of the flexible piano pad composed of pressure sensor-embedded keyboards. (b)
Photographic image of the fabricated flexible piano pad, showing its excellent flexibility and robustness. (c) Electrical circuits integrated into the
keyboards for simultaneous measurement of the 13 multiple channels. (d) Method for the conversion of sensor signals to sound volumes. The slope
of the voltage curve (dVref/dt) at point A is converted to the sound volume. (e and f) Sound volumes generated at different pressing speeds of the
keyboard. As the pressing speed increased, the sound volume also linearly increased (47, 85, and 118 a.u. for 10, 20, and 30 mm/s, respectively).
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As a wearable healthcare monitoring device, an in-shoe type
flexible foot insole using the CCPPS-based flexible pressure
sensor arrays was fabricated for real-time monitoring of the
foot plantar pressure distribution. Figure 6a displays a
schematic illustration of the flexible foot insole. Ten CCPPS-
based pressure sensor arrays were integrated on a flexible
printed circuit board (FPCB) as shown Figure 6b. The
pressure sensors were located on 10 critical positions, which
support most of the body weights and adjust a body balance on
foot anatomical areas:38 fore-foot (1−3), midfoot (4, 5, 9, and
10), and heel (6−8). Individual sensors were packaged inside
the sockets of a cover insole layer as depicted in Figure S8a.
The two-bottom electrode configuration led to a stable
connection of the pressure sensors on the electrical circuits
of the FPCB. Also, the pressure sensors allowed accurate
detection of local pressures without surrounding interference
because the CCPPS does not suffer from the barreling effect
under compressive loading. The voltage outputs generated
from 10 pressure sensors were transferred to a data acquisition
(DAQ) board and collected with a personal computer. In
Figure 6c, the foot plantar pressure measured by each sensor
was displayed at corresponding positions of a 3D bar graph in a
measurement program. Movie S5 shows the real-time change
of the foot plantar pressure distribution according to the
posture changes of a human body. The output of this device
was in the form of a “pressure” in the measurement program,
as shown in Figure 6c and Movie S5. This could offer more
user-friendly and direct information, compared with that of
most of the previous studies where the output was simply in
the form of an “electrical signal”. To implement this function,
voltage signals were converted to the pressure values by the
following steps (Figure S8b). (1) Vref values measured by the
DAQ board were converted to ΔR/R0 using the equation ΔR/
R0 = (Vin/Vref − 1) × Rref/R0 − 1. (2) ΔR/R0 values were
converted to pressure values using calibration equations P =
f(ΔR/R0) = a × exp(b × ΔR/R0) (a and b are fitting

constants), derived from fitting the experimental data. The gait
motion of a 70 kg tester, wearing a shoe with the flexible foot
insole, was evaluated by measuring the foot plantar pressure
distribution. Figure 6d shows the pressure distribution over the
entire foot plantar area in a standing stance. 3D mapping
clearly showed the pressure distribution related to the
anatomical shape of the foot plantar. High pressures were
observed in the region of the fore-foot (1−3) and the heel (8)
primarily in contact with the insole, while relatively low
pressures were measured in the midfoot part with an arch
shape (5 and 10). Panels e and f of Figure 6 display continuous
curves of the pressure values measured at each position during
walking and running for five steps, respectively. In Figure 6e, a
peak value of 8 was first observed, because the heel touched
the ground at the beginning of the walking motions. In
contrast, peak values of the fore-foot (1−3) were observed at
the end of the walking motions. In Figure 6f, the peak values of
all positions relatively increased with the time intervals
between the peaks decreasing due to faster and more dynamic
cyclic motions by running, compared with walking. Accord-
ingly, the flexible foot insole based on the CCPPS-based
pressure sensors was capable of collecting the static and
dynamic pressure data of human gait motion, which can be
applied to clinical or sports dynamics fields. The set of foot
plantar pressure distribution data is one of the important
indicators for diagnosing and treating patients with diseases
like obesity, diabetes, spinal diseases, etc.38−40 Furthermore,
this technique can be used to assess athletic performance or
rehabilitation by analyzing the gait patterns and speeds of
athletes.

■ CONCLUSION

In summary, we developed a thin CCPPS-based flexible
pressure sensor, which is capable of the ultrawide pressure-
range and bending-insensitive pressure sensing. Because of the
gradual change in the contact between the CNT networks

Figure 6. Flexible foot insole using the CCPPS-based flexible pressure sensors for real-time detection of the foot plantar pressure distribution. (a)
Schematic illustration of the flexible foot insole. (b) Photographic images of the fabricated pressure sensor-integrated FPCB. (c) 3D mapping of the
foot pressure distribution in the measurement system. (d) Foot plantar pressure distribution in a standing stance. (e and f) Dynamic changes of the
pressures measured at each position during five steps of walking and running, respectively.
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deposited on the micropores up to high compressive strain of
the CCPPS, the pressure sensor operated in a very wide range
from ultralow to high pressures (10 Pa to 1.2 MPa), with
favorable sensitivity and high linearity maintained. Also, the
CCPPS-based pressure sensor showed low hysteresis, fast
dynamic responses, and long-term reliability due to the
reversible and fully restored closure/opening of the micro-
pores. The bending-insensitive pressure sensing capability of
the CCPPS-based pressure sensor facilitates the accurate and
stable detection of normal pressure under bent conditions.
Accordingly, the thin CCPPS-based pressure sensor could be
utilized for human interface devices for entertainment and
healthcare monitoring applications. In the future, our
technology might be integrated with a wireless system for a
variety of applications, including portable human−machine
interface devices, prosthetic skins, and mobile healthcare
systems. Moreover, we expect that the pressure sensing
parameters could be precisely controlled and optimized by
tuning the porosity, arrangement, and size of the micropores of
the CCPPS for a variety of wearable sensing applications.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Preparation of a CNT Network-Coated Porous PDMS

Sponge (CCPPS). A sugar template (15 mm × 15 mm × 15 mm)
was immersed in a degassed polydimethylsiloxane prepolymer
(PDMS, Sylgard 184, Dow Corning Co., 10:1 matrix:curing agent
mass ratio). The liquid PDMS prepolymer was infiltrated into the
sugar template in a vacuum chamber for 1 h and then cured in a
convection oven at 70 °C for 2 h. The composite of sugar and cured
PDMS was cut into a thin slice with a thickness of ∼3 mm using
sandpaper and immersed in deionized water at 60 °C for 1 h to
dissolve the sugar portion for the fabrication of a porous PDMS
sponge (PPS, 15 mm × 15 mm × 3 mm). Then, the obtained PPS
was treated with an oxygen plasma for 10 min; 0.25 g of multiwalled
carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) (Hyosung, diameter of 16 ± 3.6 nm,
length of 5−20 μm) was dispersed in 100 mL of isopropyl alcohol
(IPA). After vortex mixing for 1 h, ultrasonication was carried out for
1 h to prepare a homogeneous 0.25 wt % CNT-IPA dispersion. The
plasma-treated PPS was immersed in the CNT-IPA dispersion and
repeatedly squeezed for CNT coating on the surfaces of the PDMS
backbone. After complete evaporation of the IPA solvent, the
prepared CCPPS was rinsed in deionized water and dried in a
convection oven at 50 °C for 1 h. The resistance of the fabricated
CCPPS was lower than ∼3 kΩ. For comparison, a 0.3 wt % CNT-
embedded solid PDMS (15 mm × 15 mm × 3 mm), which has a
resistance level similar to that of the CCPPS, was also fabricated. The
MWCNTs were mixed with the PDMS prepolymer (0.3:99.7
MWCNT:PDMS mass ratio) using a planetary centrifugal mixer
(ARE-310, Thinky) to prepare a homogeneous mixture. After the
PDMS prepolymer had been cured in a convection oven at 70 °C for
2 h, a CNT-embedded PDMS was fabricated.
Preparation of a CCPPS-Based Pressure Sensor. Two flexible

copper sheets (thickness of ∼50 μm) were attached on a flexible
polyethylene terephthalate film (PET, thickness of ∼50 μm) for the
fabrication of two bottom electrodes. The CCPPS was bonded to the
electrodes using a silver paste adhesive to prepare a CCPPS-based
pressure sensor. Then, the silver paste was annealed in a convection
oven at 120 °C for 30 min.
Characterization of a CCPPS-Based Pressure Sensor. The

surface and cross-sectional morphology of the CCPPS were
characterized by field emission scanning electron microscopy (FE-
SEM, Sirion, FEI) and optical microscopy (VH-Z100R, Keyence).
The internal cross-sectional geometries of the CCPPS were
investigated using nondestructive micro computed tomography
(Micro CT, SKYSCAN 1272, Bruker). A tensile/compression testing
machine (C224-E053D Autograph AG-X Plus, Shimadzu) capable of
the precise control of load and displacement was used to characterize

pressure responses of the CCPPS-based pressure sensor. Force and
electrical current data were collected using a load cell (Load Cell
SLBL, Shimadzu) and a source meter (Keithley 2400, Keithley
Instruments), respectively. During the characterization of the CCPPS,
a bias voltage of 1 V was applied.

Preparation of a 1D Sensor Array. The CCPPS was cut into a
width of 7 mm (7 mm × 7 mm × 3 mm) using a razor blade. Copper
electrodes and interconnects were attached on a polyimide film
(thickness of ∼50 μm), and six CCPPSs were bonded to the copper
electrodes to form a 1D spatial array. The gap between the adjacent
sensors was designed to be <1 mm. The electrical circuits were
connected to a data acquisition (DAQ) board.

Preparation of a Flexible Piano Pad. At first, piano keyboard-
shaped molds, which have empty spaces (15 mm × 15 mm × 3 mm),
were manufactured using a 3D printer. The Ecoflex prepolymer
(Ecoflex 0030, Smooth-On, 1:1 matrix A:matrix B mass ratio) was
poured into the molds and cured in a convection oven at 80 °C for 2
h, for the formation of the keyboard housings. A voltage dividing
circuit consisting of the CCPPS-based pressure sensor and a reference
resistance was integrated into an empty space of each keyboard
housing for the preparation of 13 keyboard components (eight white
keys and five black keys, from Do; C4 to Do; C5). Each keyboard
component was bonded in an array configuration using a silicone
adhesive to form a flexible piano pad. The electrical circuits were
connected to the DAQ board and PC where sound midi files were
programmed.

Preparation of a Flexible Foot Insole. Ten CCPPS-based
pressure sensors were attached on a flexible printed circuit board
(FPCB, thickness of ∼100 μm) using an adhesive tape (136 ROK,
3M Corp.). Then, the electrical wires connected to the electrode pairs
were bonded to the exposed parts of the electrical circuit of the FPCB
using a soldering process. Chip type resistors were also bonded to the
electrical circuit by soldering. The sensor-integrated FPCB was
combined with a cover insole layer with socket structures for
completion of a flexible foot insole. The electrical circuits were
connected to a DAQ board and PC where real-time 3D mapping was
programmed for real-time measurement.
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